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DEFINITIONS EXPLANATORY OF THE POSITION OF
"THE OPEN COURT."
The Data of experience are perceptions.
Reality is the sum total of all that is.
Troth is the conformity of cognition to reality.
[Truth being a relation between subject and object appears to
be relative in its nature. Absolute truth is a self-contradiction: it
would imply cognition without a cognizing subject.
At the same time it is obvious that absolute existence (in fact
everything absolute) is impossible. Reality is properly called IVh-k-
lichkeit in German, derived from wirken, to take effect. Reality is
not immovable and unchangeable absoluteness, but the effective-
ness of things in their relations. Reality therefore implies not
only existence, but the manifestation of existence also. Existence
and its manifestation are not two different things ; both are one.
The idea of something absolutely Unknowable is therefore also
untenable ; it would imply the existence of an object whose ex-
istence is not manifested i. e
,
existence without reality ; Sein
ohne WirklichkAt—which is a contradiction, an impossibility.]
Science is the search for truth.
The nature of science is the economy of thought. (Mack.)
Economy of thought is possible through application of the
laws of form to thought.
Knowledge is the possession of certain truths.
[Knowledge is, so to say, the present stock or capital with
which Science works. Science cannot exist without knowledge.
The object of Science is not only to increase and enlarge knowl-
edge but also to purify the present stock of knowledge from vague-
ness, errors, and misconceptions.
The purpose of knowledge is that of increasing our power over
nature.]
Monism is that philosophy which recognizes the oneness of All-
existence, and the Religion of Monism teaches that the individual,
as a part of the whole, has to conform to the cosmical laws of the
All,
Religion is man's aspiration to be in harmony with the All.
[Religion has been defined differently in the columns of The
Open Court, but all definitions that have been presented are in
strict agreement. Mr. Hegeler in No, 25, defines Religion as
"man's union with the All " (taking the definition from the Lu-
theran Catechism " Religion ist der Bund des Menschen mit Gott
durchGott," and replacing the Word God by the more compre-
hensive word The All). The editor has defined Religion as
"man's consciousness of bis relation to the AH" (No. 24); as "Das
AUgefiihl im Einzelnen," the All-feeling in the individual (see
foot-note page 965); as " man's conception of the world that serves
him as a guiding-star through life" (page 1180).]
Morals are man's conduct in so far as it is in unison with the All.
[The basis of morality is religion. A moral educator or
preacher may justly be asked, " On what authority dost thou jus-
tify thy precepts?" And he will tell us that his authority is not
personal; he speaks in the name of universal order. Accordingly
his authority is that of religion. If it were not so, all his good
precepts would have no foundation; they would hover in the air
like beautiful dreams that have no reality.]
Ethics is the Science of Morals ; it teaches man why he must,
and how he can, regulate his conduct so as to be in unison
with the All.
Natural history and the history of mankind prove that hereon
earth a constant progress takes place developing ever higher forms
of existence.
Morally good are those acts which are in harmony with the All,
/. e., those which enhance progress, and morally bad are those
which are not in harmony with the All, i. e
,
those which retard or
prevent progress.
[Religion (man's aspiration to be in unison with the All) has
naturally produced many superstitious notions in the world, of its
origin, and of its purpose. Similarly, science (man's search for
truth) has produced many errors or false notions of reality. But
all the superstitions of religion do not prove that religion as such
is an illusion, and all the errors of science are no evidence that sci-
ence as such is a sham.
It is obvious that religion and science, as here defined, are not
contradictory to, but complementary of, each other. If religion
and science do not agree, it is a certain sign that our conception of
either the one or the other is wrong. The history of the human
mind has been one of constant conflict and reconciliation between
religion and science. Their relation has repeatedly been disturbed
and re-adjusted.
The unitary conception of the world affords the only basis for
the union of Religion and Science, and opens a new vista of pro-
gress for both.]
REVIE'W OF RECENT 'WORK OF "THE OPEN COURT."
The work of The Open Court, for the past six issues, covers
a wide range of subjects. In an article in No 87, "The Uni-
versal Faith," Mr. T. B. Wakeman, of New York, discusses the
foundations of a "monistic, positive, human, constructive re-
ligion." In the number preceding, an editorial essay points out
and emphasizes the radical difference between religious Creeds
and religious Faith. Then follow in Nos. 87, 88, and 8g, re-
spectively, the articles "Agnosticism and Auguste Comte's Pos-
itivism," "Space and Time," ' Formal Thought and Ethics."
" Personality, Individuality, Consciousness," is the title of an essay
(No. 87) by M. Th. Rieot, the eminent French psychologist, trans-
lated with his consent from Les Maladies de la Personnalitc. It con-
tains the gist, one may say, of the principles from which modern
psychology sets out. Dr. Felix Oswald contributes, in No. 88, a
paper on " Dreams and Visions," an interesting study ; and in No.
89, Mr. A. H. Heinemann writes effectively upon " The Preser-
vation of Moral Purity in Children."
In criticism, appears the striking article from the French of
Alfred Fouillee, entitled " M. Guyau's Faith. " The paper ' ' The
Transient and The Permanent in Theodore Parker" (No. 91), is
Part I of a discourse held by Mr. Moncure D. Conway at the dis-
solution of Mr. Parker's Society. Three articles (Nos. 90, 91, 92,)
upon " The History of the People of Israel " are worthy of every
reader's careful perusal. The author, Prof. Cornill, is an or-
thodox theologian of Kiinigsberg ; his researches are marked by
critical acumen, spirit, and above all a love of truth. A unique
feature of the last few numbers is "The Sitaharanam," a trans-
lation from the Sanskrit, by Prof. Albert Gunlogsen.
In Economics, the controversy between "Wheelbarrow" and
" Sympathizer," Nos. 78, 85, 85, 88 occupies the first place. The
subject is " Making Bread Dear." Wheei.barkow is well known
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OF CHRISTIANITY AND AGNOSTICISM.*
BY PAUL R. SHIPMAN.
Your true Proteus is that which certain philoso-
phers call the Unknowable. What we speak of famil-
iarly as the chain of causation is in fact an endless
series of confirmations, of which the subject is pre-
sented as the vague sense of a force surviving all change,
but which itself, as the vanishing point of knowledge,
eludes comprehension. The real Proteus, no Mene-
laus, wind-bound and starving, or any other son of
man, may seize, much less hold. Apart from its forms,
it is known only as the boundary of consciousness.
With respect to this ultimate reality, of which the
phenomenal universe is a manifestation, men take va-
rious attitudes, which, however, may be reduced to
two. One of these is the attribute of knowledge, in
greater or less degree, not merely of the existence of
the force, which both affirm, but of the nature, designs,
and supernatural methods. This attitude is common
to all theological systems, of which in our era Chris-
tianity is the chief. The other attitude is one of cheer-
ful but reverent submission to the limits of the human
mind as marked by the adumbration of this force, with
a disclaimer of all knowledge concerning what lies out-
side of those limits. This is Agnosticism, with which
the last survivor of theological systems, should they
come to that, will have still to reckon ; and it is the in-
tention of this brief paper to define the attitude of Ag-
nosticism, as abstractly the radical and irreconcilable
foe of theological systems of every kind, towards
Christianity, as their representative in the current time.
In fulfilling this intention, it is proper, first, to state
explicitly the distinction between Christianity and Ag-
nosticism.
What, then, is the distinguishing mark of Chris-
tianity? Not religion; for religion, pure and simple,
This article, it is proper to say, was prepared not only without refeience
to The Open Court, but without knowledge of it, which accounts for the ab-
sence of allusion to what has been said about .\gnostici51n in the editorial
columns of this journal. Although now aware in a general way that The
Open Court rejects .Agnosticism under that name. I venture to let the article
stand substantially as prepared, because, in the first place, it expresses my
views, and, in the second place, the word Agnosiicism is already popularized,
and, above all, is significant of the point at which theology takes leave of sci-
ence, and where, accordingly, it is the interest of science that the conflict be-
tween the two should centre ; for, though religion and science are at one, the-
ology and science are mutual foes, and can never lie down in peace together,
unless, according to the familiar pleasantry, one lies inside of the other. .Ag-
nosticism, as I understand it, does not seem exposed to the reproach of dual-
ism ; if it is. the point of exposure, I think, may be easily guarded, p. r. s.
is the emotion excited b)' a consciousness of the ulti-
mate reality, and, hence, belongs alike to Christian
and Agnostic. Not morality ; for the code of morals
adopted by Christianity existed before Christ, and, in
point of fact, was formulated by Agnostics themselves,
who, at an}' rate, claim an equal share in it. There
remains only the Christian system of theology, of
which the pivotal point is the plan of redemption ; and
this, strictly speaking, is what distinguishes Christi-
anity from Agnosticism.
Of the three distinct elements that make up Chris-
tianity in the familiar but superficial acceptation, two,
religion and morality, are not peculiar to it, and, say-
ing the least, no more Christian than Agnostic. The
real characteristic of Christianity, the core and es-
sence of it, is the scheme of theology which hinges on
the doctrine of the atonement. This is its own ; at all
events Agnostics lay no claim to it. But this only is
its own. Christianity, stripped of the borrowed ele-
ments that enrich and adorn it, is only this, and noth-
ing more.
And this, it is needless to saj'. Agnosticism rejects
;
not primarily on account of rational objections to the
scheme in itself, with which Agnosticism as such has
no special concern, but on account of the fallacy of at-
tributing any scheme to what we can know only as an
indestructible force, whereof, consequent!}', nothing
can be legitimately affirmed save indestructibilit}', and
which, as transcending the intellect, is simply another
name for the limit of knowledge, the affirmation of
knowledge beyond which is a contradiction in terms.
That what lies beyond the grasp of our knowing fac-
ulties we cannot know, is a self-evident proposition, if
not, indeed, an identical one. And what we cannot
know we cannot legitimately affirm.
On this ground Agnosticism stands ; presenting
towards the Christian theology, as towards theology in
every other form, an attitude of calm antagonism, at
once thorough-going and uncompromising. But the
scene of this antagonism, so far as Agnosticism may
determine it, is none other than the serene domain of
reason.
In the domain of action. Agnosticism, having de-
fined its tenet, and recorded its protest against all ten-
ets contrary to it, turns aside from the arena of po-
lemics, and goes about the peaceful business of in-
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creasing knowledge within the province of the know-
able, holding it neither necessary nor profitable to
shoulder the musket of controversy, and mount guard
on the frontier of the unknowable. That awful limit
needs no sentinel to guard its inviolability ; and, seeing
that below in the field of knowledge the harvest is
great but the laborers are few, those Utopian spirits
that would harvest in the region beyond, fancying
they can gather therein golden sheaves, may be wisely
left to the consequences of their Utopianism ; particu-
larly as these, on the whole, form no unimportant fac-
tor in the development of man. And here emerges
the consideration which controls the practical attitude
of Agnosticism towards Christianity.
Institutions are the growth of experience, and, if
they did not promise to serve pressing interests, would
never arise, as they would quickly end, did they fail to
redeem this promise; for men inevitably find out whether
their pressing interests are served or thwarted, and, in
the long run, regulate their action by the discovery.
An institution rooted in the past, and flourishing in
the present, therefore, must needs serve humanity,
and, no matter how irrational in itself, shows an inde-
feasible title to the respect of men, not excepting those
who may perceive its intrinsic absurdity. The history
and status of such an institution not only vindicate its
usefulness, but establish its right to exist until man-
kind has outgrown it, and a successor, more fit to serve
the interests concerned as well as more in harmony
with reason, is ready to supply the place of it; when it
will crown its usefulness by passing away.
It follows that the true method of reforming or
abolishing institutions is to assist mankind in outgrow-
ing them, rather than directly to assail them, except
of course in a way, and to a degree, that may quicken
the growth which must eventually modify or supersede
them. An institution, like any other agency, is best
abolished by enabling the principal to do better with-
out it ; and this end is best promoted, not by trying to
explode the institution, but by helping it to fulfill its
mission.
Among the still thriving institutions that have come
down from the past, Christianity unquestionably is one
of the most august and beneficent ; for, although it has
no exclusive claim to morality or religion, and though
its theology is visionary, it so combines the three as
to make it, in the present phase of human develop-
ment, an indispensable agency in guiding and refining
men. The Christian theology, like every other the-
ology, is a delusion, but the religion and morality as-
sociated with it are capital verities, which it serves to
chirish and enforce, delusion though it is, as no truth
can do, while men mistake the awe-inspiring fable for
reality ; since, by incorporating morals into its scheme
of salvation, it puts upon its adherents, in form of
right conduct, the tremendous pressure compounded
of the fear of eternal punishment and the hope of eter-
nal happiness, which, manifestly, so long as it oper-
ates in full or even partial vigor, no mere force of rea-
son can adequately replace.
The interests of society, accordingly, require that
this pressure shall not decrease faster than the force
of reason shall increase ; so that the influence which is
to supersede it in the end may continually supplement
it before the end, and the sum of moral restraint un-
dergo at no time any damaging diminution. It is this
consideration to which I have referred as controlling
the practical attitude of Agnosticism towards Chris-
tianity. In effect, as already seen, the attitude is one
not of antagonism but of concert.
Theoretically, indeed. Agnosticism rejects Chris-
tianity, as essentially a system of theology, equally
groundless with every other system of the kind
;
prac-
tically, nevertheless. Agnosticism acquiesces in Chris-
tianity, as a provisional engine of morality and re-
ligion, with which men cannot afford to dispense, as
they surely will not dispense, until it is rendered un-
necessary by a superior agency, which, however, can
only be the slow outgrowth of the moral and intel-
lectual advancement of the race, whereto, be it con-
fessed, Christianity itself must continue indefinitely,
what it has been from its rise, one of the main con-
tributors. As regards the moral nature of man, in
other words, the theological part of Christianity,
wherein lies its distinguishing character, as I beg to
repeat, may be likened to the shell of the chrysalis,
which is essential to the development of the insect,
but which, when the insect is developed, bursts asun-
der, freeing the perfect creature ; whereas, removing
the shell prematurely would leave the insect to die, in
lieu of developing. The only salutary way of cutting
short the term of the chrysalis is to speed the devel-
opment of the insect.
And it is solely in the spirit of this method that
Agnosticism would abridge the sway of theology : it
would get rid of it by development, instead of de-
struction. In fine. Agnosticism, regarding Christi-
anity as a stage in the moral evolution of man, is con-
tent to wait for man to pass out of it, expediting his
passage not by decrying the station, but by reenforc-
ing his strength, and directing his eyes to the goal
that beckons him onward, emphasizing, to be sure,
whenever and wherever needful, the pregnant implica-
tion that the station is not the goal.
It thus appears, if I may be allowed to use without
offense a commercial figure, that of the great theolog-
ical houses which in the process of time successively
do business between man and the power represented
as his maker. Agnosticism adopts the faith of none,
but takes stock in each, being the silent partner of all.
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It remains for me to express the hope, which I sin-
cerely do, that Christianit}', as the reigning house in
this age, may .have no good reason to feel ashamed of
the connection. And I venture to add the hope that
Agnosticism will prove not less fortunate. Be all this
as it ma}', the partnership, whatever its fortunes, will
continue until, if ever, the spread of enlightenment
puts an end to the business, winding up, in the midst
of heaven on earth, the last establishment.
THE TEACHINGS OF THEODORE PARKER.
A DISCOURSE AT THE DISSOLUTION OF HIS SOCIETY, FEB. 3, l88g.
BY MONCURE D. CONWAY..
III.
Simple Theism is the recurrent clearing away of
outlined symbols. It is alwaj'S transitional. Mere
theism has never been able to sway mankind as a
finality. Men build no temples for abstract or causal
gods ; there is perhaps not one church in the world
erected to any deity never seen in human form—no
temple to Brahma, or Jehovah, or Allah, no church
ever dedicated to Almighty God. Churches bear the
names of human helpers, saints, saviours,—of Krishna,
Buddha, Jesus, Mohammed, Luther, Wesley. Man is
interested in man ; theisms end in human incarnations.
Every religion begins with man adoring the uni-
verse and ends with the universe adoring man. And
every special religious movement must run this course.
Modern naturalism has run that course. All theology
is now passing away before an enthusiasm of humanit}'
which corresponds to what was called incarnation of
God.
Speculations about divine personalitj' will become
attenuated like those about predestination, fore-knowl-
edge, and the rest,—by desuetude. Men will be too
much absorbed in human salvation to argue about ab-
stractions. Jesus is becoming an archetype of all
modern reformers.
The exalted and constructive theism of Theodore
Parker paled his Christianity. To him Jesus was a
great and good man who, not withstanding some limi-
tations, taught the absolute religion—love to God and
Man. Jesus Christ became his model man and teacher.
Unfortunately, the Jesus Christ of the New Testa-
ment is not a mere man : he is combination of a
miraculous radical and a supernatural king. Parker
objected to him as a king coming in clouds of glory to
set his disciples on twelve thrones to rule over mankind,
and as sending all who refused him worship into un-
quenchable fire. He did not see that Jesus as the
poor man's champion was invested with popular super-
stition.
Jesus's denunciation of the rich and respectable as
a generation of vipers, who cannot escape the dam-
nation of hell, his inculcation of poverty as a beatitude
and duty, of a socialism non-resistant in its own
brotherhood but armed against outside authority, are
not the voice of an individual man but of wide-spread
fanaticism exasperated by oppression.
The morality of Jesus is related to the miracles.
The son of kings born in a stable, was evolved into a
Son of God, but also into a divine Son of Man born of
a peasant woman. In the legend two forces, the im-
perial and the plebeian, struggle, like Jacob and
Esau in the womb ; they have contended with alter-
nate success through history ; and this day the crowned
Christ on his throne is confronted by the Son of Man
with his revolution,—coming not to bring peace but a
sword.
Theodore Parker's method was, I think, influenced
by his realistic conception of a Jesus who was unreal.
He individualized as a reformer an incarnation of pop-
ular superstitions and hatreds, as well as of aspira-
tions. Some of Parker's preaching seems to belong
to the militant age, in which we saw every man not
for us as against us. But that method is passing away
before the evolutional age, which sees that every man
is for us at heart, however his development ma}' be
arrested by circumstances.
We must abandon the notion that our opponents
are hypocrites, or lovers of wrong, or time-servers, or
blind leaders of the blind. We are all growing in the
same rain and sunshine; the expanded flower must
not misunderstand the bud's bitter taste, but shed on.
it fragrant pollen.
Otherwise the bud may misunderstand the flower,
and not follow its expansion. Theodore Parker was
gentle, affectionate, lowly
;
yet he was regarded by his
opponents as bitter, sarcastic, arrogant ; and even dear
friends entreated him to be less severe. To one of
these he answered :
"While I feel great tenderness towards the preconceived
notions of individuals, when I am to speak of a mass of doctrines that
come between man and God, I think the blow must be strong





' I say to you, vdnAt I never said before—not even to my wife^
that after writing some of those sentences for which I am most
commonly abused, I have been obliged to pause, then throw my-
self on a couch and get relief in tears. . . . He that reads my books
twenty years hence—if I am not quite forgotten by that time—will
not find in them the abuse, the sarcasm, the contumely, and all that,
which so grieves you."
To this his appeal to the judgment of the future,
you and I can this evening respond ; and I believe the
verdict must be that Parker was, indeed, tender to in-
dividuals. Yet, writing beneath the musket which
another Captain Parker used at Lexington, he felt him-
self struggling in a revolution against great religious
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and political oppressions. Therefore his words must
be sometimes hard as bullets, though each tore his
heart as it went forth. For it was the cause of God,
of truth, of humanity, which his soul's honor dare not
compromise.
It was the militant method. It was not logical in
him ; for if, as he affirmed, God was everywhere im-
manent, he must be at work in that same "mass of
doctrines that come between Man and God. " But this
is the inevitable inconsistency of all who kneel to in-
finite perfection everj'where, then rise up to fight im-
perfection everywhere. It is the inconsistency which
worships a father who sends his sunshine alike on just
and unjust, but for the unjust has a practical "Depart,
ye cursed ! "
But the revolutionary method has been superseded
by the evolutionary method. In the present stage of
philosophy thinkers far inferior to Parker may discover
in him survivals of the crusader, the Puritan, and in
his doctrine unconscious remnants of dogmas he as-
sailed. Even so the next generation will discover
similar survivals in the most advanced minds of to day.
For such are hereditary, and a man can rarely educate
himself out of them. Therefore in estimating a teacher
the main thing is what he added to his moral and in-
tellectual heritage. And in the city of Boston which
he helped to make the metropolis of culture and
philanthropy, many witnesses remain to attest that,
whatever may be the fate of some of his opinions, the
personality of Theodore Parker, the human standard
he erected, his moral elevation, his invincibility blended
with humility, have made him a type of American
character which shall never pass away. It will remain
for honor when some of his speculations, and some
which succeed them, shall alike be remembered only
as religious fossils of the Nineteenth Century.
There will some day be centennials of spiritual in-
dependence, and of the union of religious colonies
;
and in that day every scrap of testimony concerning
Theodore Parker will be searched for as now every
scrap relating to Washington. He will be a far greater
name then than now, for it will take a century to sum
the results of his work.
One of your great "Athenians" told me that once,
having conquered some prejudices, he went to the
Music Hall to hear this setter forth of strange doctrines.
What he heard was a notice that the great preacher
was ill; and never again did Parker preach. Not the
individual Parker,—not the transient orator. But last
evening, as I listened to the orchestra in that hall, I
saw that although the great organ, once set up with
rejoicings, has been removed, the bronze Beethoven
still stands ; and though no work of his was named
on the programme every strain had been touched by
his spirit. And the Bostonians who went too late to
hear the great New England preacher are still listening
to him. Only last Sunday I heard Parker preach in
Boston. He bore the outward appearance of Phillips
Brooks, but that great-hearted sermon had never been
heard had not Parker lived.
Theodore Parker while he wrote on paper also
wrote on hearts, and much that only experience could
interpret and estimate. I do not apologize therefore
for giving you a brief transcript of what Theodore
Parker wrote on my own life.
In my early youth, in Virginia, Carlyle's famous
pamphlet had just quieted all our misgivings about
slavery, when Theodore Parker's voice was heard.
-A Richmond editor published the whole of his dis-
course on Daniel Webster, much to the horror of his
subscribers ; he published it, he told me, from ad-
miration for the power and moral courage of it. That
discourse was a revelation to me. I supposed till
then that all learned men believed slavery a divine
institution, especially preachers. I did not learn till
later what a peculiar preacher Parker was. Carlyle's
casuistries were cleared away from that time, but I
never read another page of Parker for a year or two.
When from terrible trials, attending abandonment
of my Methodist ministry, I came on to enter the
Divinity School, I was still a minor in several senses,
—as lonely and sad and crude an exile as ever came
with his pittance to a great city. I asked for the
cheapest hotel. In a little diary, unread for 35 years,
I have just found some hasty entries.
" 1853, Feb. 25. To Boston. On the way the cars ran into
a train—and smash ! Reached Boston about 6. Put up at the
Marlboro House ; a very orderly, pleasant, and orthodox place.
They have prayers morning and night, at which a piano with
vEolian addition is used. After prayers there is singing till bed-time.
26th, I was introduced to many fine men and preachers.
Dr. Young carried me about to look at various places. It was with
a thrill I cannot describe that I saw the Cradle of Liberty.
27th. Went to hear Theodore Parker. His sermon was on
good and evil temper. Text : " Better is a dinner of herbs where
love is than a stalled ox and hatred therewith.'' I don't like him
at all, and wish I had worshiped at King's Chapel with dear Mr.
Peabody, whom, with his whole family, I love.
Afternoon. Went to hear Father Taylor. A good sermon,
but I think the old man is failing. He insisted on my going to his
house afterwards. He was at first inclined to be severe about my
leaving the Methodist Church. "Brother," said I, "if I could
only be like some of the New England Methodists, and say, I don't
believe the Trinity, I would have done so ; but Methodism here
and in the Baltimore conference differ." The old man relented.
"Well," said he, "our southern brethren are very strict about
what they know nothing of."
Wh}' I didn't like Parker's sermon on good and evil
temper I know not. Being still a Methodist, except as
to the Trinity, I may have been in the spiritual frame
of the colored brother in Georgia, who was distressed
when the Rev. Sam Jones, during a revival, thought
it best to give his converts some exhortation of a moral
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kind. ''Brother Jones," said he, "when you preach
about the Ten Commandments, you kind o' throw a
damper on the whole thing."
I met Emerson about that time, and he told me to
go again to the Music Hall. "There," he said, "you
will hear the one sane voice." Another entry.
' March 10, 1S53. Theodore Parker is helping me to find Ben
Williams, a fugitive [slave] from our neighborhood, aunt Nancy's
husband."
How well I remember that exploration of the negro
quarters ! Late in the night, as I was leaving Virginia,
a woman belonging to my father implored me to find
her husband, fugitive from a neighbor, hiding in Bos-
ton ; to help him if he were suffering ;'to send her some
tidings of him.
Then I learned how deep and far the pulses of
Parker's heart had gone. I can hear yet the fervent
"God bless you, Sir 1 " of those poor negroes on their
great friend. He said, "Here is a Virginian seeking
a fugitive, but do not fear him." They would have
trusted me then if I had held handcuffs, and ere long
I found my man.
As we were on our way, an old woman asked us the
wa}' to the Catholic Church. He gave her the direc-
tion, most politely, and remarked presently : " A her-
etic may point a soul to the true Church."
Meanwhile he was pointing me to the Music Hall,
and there I heard the great sermons. Every one had
the reality of an occasional utterance. There I sat
with the people under his simple speech, listening
breathlessly, with now a smile rippling over us, and
now a tear falling, and went away fed, satisfied.
Most of us were poor in the Divinity School ; we of
Parker's flock used to walk from Cambridge and back
to save the money ; but we went back rich to our din-
ner (literally) of herbs. For the teacher had spoken
to each intimately, to his condition; as, when the
shepherd god Krishna played his flute, each maiden
believed she had him for a partner in the dance. He
was a great preacher. His thoughts were mother-
thoughts ; they were not only maternal, but bore other
thoughts.
I remember one morning, when the fugitive slave,
Anthony Burns, was imprisoned, his petition for the
prayers of the congregation for his deliverance was
found by the preacher on his desk. He opened, and
slowlj' read it, then said : "I am not disposed to ask
God to do our work." That one sentence is the seed
of a new religion, and one that will be permanent.
Next da}', when a secret council met to consider what
should be done with the fugitive, Parker began his re-
marks with the words : "I cannot counsel a risk, I am
not prepared to share;" and thereafter each adviser
said calmly precisely what he was prepared to carry
into action. And with equal responsibility his every
word was spoken. His spirit was that of one who
came not to be ministered unto but to minister.
One mournful day, when some graduates in divin-
ity came to tell him that their choice of him to address
their class had been overruled,—an unprecedented
thing,—he calmed their indignation. None knew until
after his death how deeply he had been wounded.
Ah, great-hearted teacher, the time has come when
they with us say : "Blessed were he who should come
with the love and power, and the fidelity of Theodore
Parker ! " And by thy stripes we, thy children, are
healed. Thy work is achieved. Thy congregation may
be dismissed. We are free.
TWO ERRORS OF AGNOSTICISM.
IN REPLY TO MR. P.\UL R. SHIPMAN
Mr. Paul R. Shipm.a.n starts with the idea of the
Unknowable, which he conceives as the substance that
underlies all changes. It is the real Proteus, no Mene-
laus may seize, much less to hold. Mr. Shipman an-
nounces as self-evident that "what lies beyond the
grasp of our knowing faculties, we cannot know."
This tautological judgment is formally correct.
But we add, that every real existence lies within the
possible grasp of cognition.
We observe in nature around us many processes
taking place, and we notice that there remains some-
thing unchanged in all the changes. This may be
called substance, but we object to its being charac-
terized as unknowable. We know or at least can
know all about substance that is real, and that is all
we want to know ; that which is unknowable in sub-
stance is unreal and non-existent. For the Unknowable
is identical with the impossible, the self- contradictor}',
the unintelligible, that which has neither rhyme nor
reason. Existence and knowability are identical.
Reality is properly called Wirklichkeit in German,
derived from wirken, to take effect. Reality is no
immovable and unchangeable Proteus, but the effective-
ness of things in their relations. Reality therefore
does not mean absolute existence, but existence and
the manifestation of existence also. Existence and
its manifestation are not two different things ; both are
one.
The idea of something absolutely unknowable is
therefore untenable ; it would imply the existence of
an object whose existence is not manifested; /. e.,
without reality ; Sein ohne Wirklichkeit—which is a
contradiction, an impossibility. Existence, reality, and
cognizability are synonymous terms.
Insolvable problems are by no means such as are
too profound for solution but such as are wrongly
stated. This truth is splendidly illustrated in the fol-
lowing little poem* by Adeline V. Pond.
« Wide Aiuake for April, iSSg, p. 336
:
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It was a small and foolish child who met the Great Wise Man,
And opening wide his Question-Bag, 'twas thus the child bega
" O, Great Wise Man, I've questions here that long have puzzl
And if you've answers that will fit, I'll buy me two or three.
" First, can I make a new pi
Is killing time like eating da
r out of my old silk purse '•
r is it really worse ?
" Next, what do little fishes do to keep their stockings dry ?
And, since the water is so wet, how do they ever cry ?
" Pray, what's the fish that gives us scales wherewith we weigh our words ?
Could people really kill a stone, if they should use two birds ?
" Then, last of all, please tell me, sir—and this is question seven
—
Is't raining up or raining down, when they have rain in heaven ? "
The Great Wise Man thought hard and fast : his finger-ends he bit
;
He searched in vain his Answer-Book for answers that would fit.
At last he said : " I know great things ; when I was very young,
In nine and ninety languages I learned to hold my tongue.
*' And backwards, even when asleep, or standing on my head.
In child's Chinese and grown folks' Greek, my tables oft I said.
" The higher mathematics—they seem very low to me
—
I know in Heidelberg's Great Tun how many gills might be.
" The thousand answers in my Book, will tell you things like those.
But what^oK ask I cannot tell : and so, there's no one knows."
The Great Wise Man went on his way, as great and wise men will
;
I fear me much that foolish child is small and foolish still.
Mr. Shipman proposes a truce between Christianity
and Agnosticism. He recognizes the merits of ex-
isting institutions and does not so much want them to
be abolished as to be developed to higher and purer
forms until the last establishment winds up " in the
midst of heaven on earth."
We sympathize with Mr. Shipman in his appreci-
ation of Christianity, but we cannot believe with him
in that "heaven on earth" ; a state of "absolute per-
fection," as Mr. Spencer expresses himself,—a state in
which the adaptation to ends is perfect. Such an idea
is not compatible with the law of evolution. We have
in many respects reached the ideal of former ages,
and nevertheless we are infinitely far from absolute
perfection. Many of the most pressing needs of the
past are now, under more favorable conditions, satis-
fied ; but new wants have riseii under the very influence
of civilization, so that it appears as if progress itself
were injurious, making us dissatisfied with things
with which our ancestors were more than contented.
That heaven on earth, accordingly, is a chimera,
which to him who is not able to create a heaven of
contentedness for himself under the given conditions,
always appears to be at a far distance, either in the
past or in the future.
Schopenhauer says that human happiness may be
likened to a fraction, the denominator of which rep-
resents our wants and the numerator their satisfac-
tions. Every progress allows each of the two to in-
crease
;
and it would be a vain hope ever to expect to
have the millennium on earth realized. Absolute per-
fection is an impossibility.
Whether the doctrine of atonement is to be con-
sidered as "the real characteristic of Christianity, the
core and essence of it," we shall not discuss. Chris-
tianity has differed greatl}' in different ages and among
different people. We have no quarrel with Christianity
and no one should have any objection to it, if it is to
be considered as the religion of love. But we are at
war with those who identify Christianity with Super-
naturalism. The worshiper of the Supernatural, like
the Agnostic, believes in the Unknowable ; he will and
he does greet Agnosticism as his strongest ally, for he
says with Kant : "I must abolish knowledge in order
to make room for belief."
Supernaturalism thus abolishes faith and places in
its stead creed. Faith need not be in contradiction to
science and philosophy. There is such a thing as ra-
tional faith. But creed stands in contradiction to pos-
itive knowledge. Creed is irrational as a matter of
principle, as Augustine says : Credo quia absurdum ;
and creed, irrational creed, has its safest basis on the
principle of Agnosticism. p. c.
THE SITAHARANAM ; OR, THE RAPE OF SITA.
AN EPISODE FROM THE GREAT SANSKRIT EPIC "RAMAYANA."
TRANSLATED INTO ENGLISH BY PROF. ALBERT H. GUNLOGSEN.
III.
The illustrious Raghuid having imparted these
orders to Lakshmana and made up his mind to kill the
deer, sallied forth in order to follow its track. He
seized his bent bow, inlaid with golden ornaments,
and fastened to it his quiver; he slung the golden-
hilted sword across his shoulders, and clad in a coat
of mail, he at once started for the forest in pursuit of
the antelope.
Then Maritcha fled before him with the swiftness
of the wind ; but Rama soon closed in upon him. The
fiend in his mad career through the Dandaka-forest
trembled with fear of Rama, and at times he entirely
disappeared out of sight, but in the next instant was
seen again.
Rama followed with the utmost speed, while the
stag at alternate intervals would be in sight, and as
suddenly bound off, in its terror of being hit, enticing
Rama still farther and farther. Seen, lost to sight,
alarmed, again darting' off, then slackening his pace,
or stopping, thus Maritcha in his head-long flight sped
through the forest of Dandaka.
When at last Rama coming up to the phantom-
stag, thought to have him near enough, full of wrath
he drew his bow ; but the stag also had perceived
Rama coming up bow in hand, and in a trice he had
vanished out of sight, yet instantly agai-n reappeared
;
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thus, at alternate brief intervals, near and far off, by his
sudden starts mocking Rama, and enticing him still
deeper into the wilderness.
Like the veiled orb of the moon in autumn from
behind flitting, black clouds, so the stag by turns was
concealed, and again revealed to the pursuing Rama.
And thus the Kakutstha Rama had to hunt the
animal through the entire length of the forest- in alter-
nate fits of anger at the mocking illusion before him.
At last it was brought to a stop, while seeking a
shelter beneath the grassy shades of the wood, and
was seen closely surrounded by a multitude of stags,
standing motionless, their eyes wide-open with terror.
The generous Rama also kept him in sight, and
being resolved to dispatch him, he drew his powerful
bow, and laid a deadly arrow on the string. Aiming
at the stag, he sent off the fiery arrow, created by
Brahma, and shot Maritcha through the heart—alas,
the powerful missile struck him in the heart I
For a moment he struggled to rise, but from his
wound he again sank to the ground ; and there the
big-toothed Raksha-fiend remained in all the glory of
his assumed form. As he thus lay writhing with pain,
his fearful groans were heard all around.
But then, in his hour of death Maritcha recalled to
mind his master's love ; and in a loud voice the evil
one imitated Rama's voice, shouting : O Lakshmana !
so that it echoed three times through the forest. Such
was his disposition even in his hour of death !
For if Sita in her solitude from concern for her hus-
band sends Lakshmana hither, then deprived of him,
she would fall an easy prey to Ravana. This he bore
in mind, while emitting the false sound, in his dying
hour evincing his devotion to his master, Ravana.
Then, leaving his stag-like form, he again assumed
that of a Raksha ; and in his death his body swelled to
enormous dimensions.
But, on perceiving that he had felled onh- a hid-
eous Raksha, Rama's soul at once flew back to Sita,
and he felt overwhelmed with anxiety.
Looking with contempt upon the loathsome corpse
of the killed Raksha, with a heavy heart he returned
homeward, by the same path he had come.
IN MEMORY OF LIEUT. HUGH WILSON MCKEE,
U. S. N.*
(KILLED IS ACTION.)
BY LOUIS BELROSE, JR.
When to the beat of muffled drums we follow
A comrade to the grave, with measured tread,
Solemn and slow,
We march to mournful music of the dead ;
But as we turn to go,
Quickened step and cheerful strain
Lead us back to where remain
Life and strife and joy that laughs at woe.
* Read at the dinner of the \J. S. Naval Academy Graduates Association.
It is not well that Death
Should take, with one man's breath,
The hope and courage of the friends that stay ;
And cause, while summer shines
A blessing on the vines.
Despair to fill the heart that should be gay.
What strength we have we need
To plow and plant the seed
That came, a birthright, from the general store.
And make two blades of grass
To flourish, ere we pass
Away, where one blade used to grow before.
But let not Time that dries
The tear in Love's own eyes
Efface the memory of those who fall.
I drain a glass to-night.
In Death and Time's despite.
To shipmates gone before us, one and all.
And one more glass to those
Whom partial Fortune chose
To plant our colors where the laurels grow
;
A bumper to the dead
Whose willing hearts have bled
In battle, with their faces to the foe !
Fill out the roll of Fame !
Let every date proclaim
Its own, and where they fell, by land or sea.
When those who rank have done,
I'll take, for 'Sixty-one,
The first man killed in action, Hugh McKee.
One versed in gentle ways.
With lips that loved to praise.
And simple-hearted, as the truly great
;
Whose soul, in poet-wise,
Drank azure from the skies,
Whose red blood swelled the venging arm of hate ;
Who durst, in times grown old
With worship of dull gold
And mean observance of an empty breath.
Choose honor, undefiled
With cant ; and when she smiled
Beyond the waiting parapet, choose Death,
Ay, choosi ! not killed like one
Of thousands, having done
The simple duty of the soldier well ;
But leading where the brave
Came all too late to save.
Within that far Corean citadel.
At Buena Vista, won
Though twice the setting sun
Could doubt, his father charged and saved the day ;
And both, for this fair land.
Fell fighting sword in hand :
O Alma Mater, nourish such as they !
CORRESPONDENCE.
A PROFESSORSHIP OF EVOLUTION.
To the Editor of The Open Court:—
I MUST steal time just to say how fully I endorse what Dr.
Cope says of a Professorship of Evolution. Just now our colleges
are biologically stumbling about for lack of a clear conception of
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this doctrine which takes up all the facts of history and reduces
them to a science. So also our liberally inclined ministers with
their churches are groping for the positive and generally grasping
only the negative. The one want of our age is biology in our
higher institutions, taught by men not under bondage to creeds,
but bound only to facts and truths.
Truly yours,
Clinton, N. Y., 1889. E. P. Powell.
CONFISCATION.
A REPLY TO MR. HUGH O. PENTECOST,
The communication of Mr. Pentecost in No. 93 of The Open
Court, is tenderly introduced as an "Explanation." I call it a
confession. I think I have a right to call it so, because I con-
ducted the cross-examination which procured it. After evading me
like quicksilver for about three months Mr. Pentecost now ac-
knowledges that my interpretation of the vanity known as " George-
ism " was correct, and that in spite of his taunts, and insinuations
to the contrary I did " understand the question," and did know
"what I was talking about." Not often does a witness break
down under cross-examination so completely as Mr. Pentecost has
broken down. He now says ;
" Georgeism does involve the practical confiscation of land by the govern-
ment. Inform it leaves the present owner of land an owner still ; but, \i\fact,
the government becomes the owner. * * *
"When a majority of the people of this country come to see that the pri-
vate ownership of land is a crime against hittnanity, as chattel slavery was a
crime against the negroes, then the land will be confiscated just as the slaves
were freed. * * *
" Wheelbarrow seems to think that if he can fix the charge of confiscation
upon Georgeism he has dealt it a heavy blow. On the contrary, that is what
we Georgeites glory in. We mean to utterly destroy the private ownership of
land by confiscating ground-rent
.
* * *
" Ground-re7it would be all that any one would have to pay to government.
The land would all be confiscated—taken away from the present owners with-
out compensation, just as we now take a stolen horse away from a horse-thief
or away from him to whom the horse-thief sold him."
Considering how these explanations contradict those which
Mr. Pentecost gave us in The Open Court, Nos. 85 and 91, there
is droll comedy in the question. "Is there any possibility of
Wheelbarrow's failing to understand the thing this time ?"
To that I answer : How can I fail to understand it ? The pur-
pose to confiscate is declared. How can any man fail to under-
stand the "Georgeites" when they say ; "We mean to utterly
destroy the private ownership of land ?" A reference to the for-
mer numbers of The Open Court will show that I always under-
stood it so, and that Mr. Pentecost did not. If he did, he con-
cealed his understanding from us by pretending that Tom Clark
would be better off under " Georgeism," and that his farm would
be burdened with taxes amounting to little or nothing. Mr. Pen-
tecost now declares that the purpose of George'sm is to take Tom's
farm away from him entirely, as if it were a stolen horse.
I earnestly call the attention of Mr. Albro and Mr. William-
son, who immediately follow Mr. Pentecost to his astonishing con-
fession
; and I ask them, not in taunt or triumph, but as fellow
searchers after truth, whether it is not a waste of arithmetic to
figure up the probable amount of Tom Clark's taxes, when only
the form of his farm is to remain to him while the fact and sub-
stince of it are to be taken away ?
The comparisons of Mr. Pentecoet are discordant and con-
fused. There is no likeness between a slave and a farm, nor be-
tween the emancipation of a slave and the confiscation of land.
The slaves were not confiscated ; they were freed. It is true that
Gen. Butler in the early part of the war did confiscate some slaves,
under the prevarication that they were "contraband of war" ; a
mischievous pretense, which proved to be a sophism both in ethics
and in politics. About the sam.e time I had the honor to emanci-
pate a slave who had taken refuge in my camp. I did it on grounds,
opposite to those assumed by Gen. Butler. I refused to give the;
negro up, not because he was a chattel forfeited, but because he
was a man, and therefore impossible to be contraband of war. L
expose the inaptitude of Mr. Pentecost's comparisons because it
is the habit of social reformers to press into the service of their
argument the emancipation of the slaves. We commit a solecism
when we compare a scheme of serfdom to that splendid achieve-
ment of liberty.
I use the word serfdom with deliberation because the owner-
ship of land has ever been the political distinction between a free-
man and a serf. The ownership of land is the sign and title of
a freeman, the inspiration of his patriotism. His very estate is called
a freeholding, or a freehold, and he himself is called a free-holder.
Every tenure below the grade of a freehold is politically "base,"
and I am informed that it is technically so in law. To confiscate-
all the farms in the United States, and to compel the farmers to
hold their lands as tenants at will to "Government" would
substitute a base tenure for a free tenure ; it would practically
reduce farming to a menial business, and farmers all to serfdom.
Fancy the ragged condition of American freedom when all the
farms and all the town lots in the country are confiscated by the
government and thrown into politics. Imagine the confiscation
done in 1889. The farms are all owned by the government and
the letting them out begins. Would a democrat get a lease if a
republican wanted it ? Not one. The corruption growing out of
such a system would breed Chaos. The spirit of freedom may die
out everywhere else, but on the hearth-stone of the freehold the
fires of liberty burn for ever. It is a perverted philanthropy which
seeks, to improve society by abolishing the freehold.
Again Mr. Pentecost invites me to read "Progress and Pov-
erty." There is kindly patronage in the invitation, and I grate-
fully accept it, although I think that the weakest debater on any
subject is the shiftless disputant, who, when he has had enough
of the controversy throws a whole book at his adversary, and
tells him to read that. However, I will read it once more to please
Mr. Pentecost, and while I am about it, will Mr. Pentecost gratify
me by reading Sir Thomas More's Utopia, and a few chapters in.
Don Quixote. Wheelbarrow.
INDIVIDUAL USEFULNESS.
To the Editor of The Open Court :
—
In the many interesting articles upon poverty or labor reforms
that have appeared in your paper there is one view that seems
neglected. Both the incapacity of many poor, and the injustice
of the circumstances surrounding classes of working people, need
attention and removal. But since this after all depends upon the
will and interest of humanity at large, some attention should be
paid to finding a motive strong enough to arouse this will and in-
terest. All know that if there were some widespread scheme for
endowing each individual with powers to control circumstances,
instead of the mere ability to succeed when all circumstances-
were favorable, the question would be settled. Many institutions
are at work presumably in this very direction. Education, Religion,
Charity ; but in the first place it is no one's business to inquire
whether they are doing the work well or ill, and in the second it
needs the common sense of all the world, and this will never be
given until it is proved that it would /ffj' to elevate the masses.
Poverty never has existed because mother Earth could not
furnish enough for all her children. There will never be enough
truffles and diamonds to go round, it is true, but fortunately only a
small number find them indispensable. As for necessities and com-
forts, science waits always on tip-toe to double and triple the
resources as fast as we find the keys to unlock her undeveloped
stores. But the greatest drug in the market is a class of in-
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dividuals who have nothing in the world to do with hands and
head but give the minutest attention and care, and who are sink-
ing daily into greater incapacity because they are not giving it.
The poorest o£ humanity has his fourteen hours a day to spend
in some way, the most ignorant has a capacity for something.
It is a self-evident truth also that lack of money is not the cause
of poverty, and neither is it lack of work though this seems the
most constant complaint. What is work ? Only manufacturing,
building, mining, washing and ironing, teaching, etc. ? Because
these, and a few other occupations satisfied our forefathers' needs,
are there never to be others ? There are countless occupations
lying in the womb of the future, waiting for comprehensive
thought to develop them and the executive ability to prepare un-
trained humanity for them. It is the thinking power that is lack-
ing more means for work or people to do it, but no one seems to
be raising a hue and cry about this want, serious as it is.
Why do business enterprises cease producing and throw their
employees out of work ? Because there is an excess of the supply
over the demand ; that is, there are not consumers enough. Then
lack of consumers is the cause, not the selfishness of the pro-
ducers ; and this is the case in all the business walks of life.
Musical interests suffer for lack of audiences, art for lack of buyers,
hotels and restaurants for lack of those who must have the delicacies
of life ; educational institutions are never self-supporting for lack
of those who value what they can give. Now if more consumers
were an impossibility, there would be an ethical right to demand
that producers guage their productions by this fact ; but since con-
sumers can be multiplied indefinitely, the blame must be shifted
on the power that fails to multiply. Here waits this multitude of
honest poor who barely live, and of the vicious and indolent who
do not know what living is, and every individual of the number is
a latent machine for consuming luxuries, wearing fine and e.x-
pensive material, and keenly enjoying expensive pleasures ; and
every one who is lifted from this life of bare existence to one
where it becomes a necessity for him to have the best of life, even
if he has to work for it, is adding so much to the world's wealth.
It would be able to convince the thinkers and people of leisure,
that it was not at all the workingmen's business to furnish them-
selves with the training that would enable them to conquer adversity
and not constantly succumb to pressure of circumstances and so
recruit the class below ; that it was not even their business to
furnish the motives for making the most of their abilities. They
are already doing the heaviest half of the world's work. They
give their time, their lives, their hope of heaven sometimes, to the
doing of this work that enables the upper class to have every ma-
terial benefit at hand with the freedom from care, and the broad
cosmopolitan view that is vitally necessary for the working out of
these complex problems. Does this entail no obligations upon
every individual so benefited ? A money return is not enough. It
is thinking power that the world is suffering for. What is done
with this dearly bought ease and leisure ? As a rule it is spent in
a frantic chase after pleasure, or a still more frantic effort to kill
the time that is purchased with the sweat of the brow, the aching
sinews, and the stifled aspirations of millions of working people.
It is a fearful thought that the class that relieves the rest of the
world from the drudgery and makes real living possible and worth
while for them, should fare the worst of all.
Every being born into the world adds to the work and care of
the world ; but also, he brings with him his modicum of time and
the ability to be fitted for some position, however humble, so that
he may at least not retard the world's work. If he is not so fitted,
he becomes a recipient without making a return, and so is a bur-
den ; some who possess millions are as truly a burden as a pauper.
Every person not so fitted means that in some more favored walk
in life some one else is also taking their share of the work of all
and making no return. Mary Cragge.
THE MONISM OF ALEXANDER POPE.
To the Editor of The Open Court:—
I WOULD ask you how your Monism differs from these lines of
Alexander Pope :
" In Nature's chain, whatever link you strike.
Tenth or ten thousandth breaks the chain alike
Or m the full creation leaves a void.
Where one link's broken the whole chain's destroyed.
For all are but parts of one stupendous whole.
Whose body Nature is and God the soul."
Pope was in the wrong, however, in writing, as now is proven
to be false ; namely if I well remember it :
" The world in darkness dwelt and night,
Until God said, let Newton be, then all was light."
For the true philosophy of light—the undulating—had been
discovered by Wilhelm Huygens, and however desperately the fol-
lowers of Sir Isaac Newton have since fought for him and his doc-
trine—the corpuscular—the true philosophy of light as taught by
the great philosopher of Holland, has at length triumphed by the ex-
peyimentiim criuis. Nor was Sir Isaac Newton the first discoverer
of the laws of gravitation ? for Kepler, surnamed the ' ' Legislator
of the Skies," taught the principles of gravitation, and Descartes,
if I recollect the name aright, had made the calculations of the
distances of several of the planets before ever Sir Isaac saw that
famous wormy apple fall. In a word, science in America, fol-
lowing in old English tracks, seems to be in deep ruts, and such
criticisms as we see of Kant, and Spencer, Huxley and the rest,
looks like the dialectics of the middle and dark ages wherein
words and not substantial things were paramount. In the
meantime what the world requires most must ever be a system by
which the hungry may be fed and naked clothed in order to make
peace on earth and good will to all mankind, for the origin of all
evil is in want, and the true name of the Devil always must be
want, in whatever Protean forms it may appear, whether in canon-
icals, or regimentals, or the rags of tramps going hungry as roar-
ing lions and seeking what or whom it may devour. Nor is it any
positive system of Political Economy that is most required now
but rather a certain set of principles of social science, by which the
exertions of mankind may be directed according to the exigencies
of each case as the want arises and that according to the universal
principle of adaptation according to the conditions at the time pre-
vailing, with time and space, and benevolence and wisdom as
conditions precedent. Respectfully,
New York City. Clinton Roosevelt.
THE LOST MANUSCRIPT.*
BY GUSTAV FREYTAG.
CHAPTER XXXVII. — Continued.
The Princess sat near the speaker, her head sup-
ported on her arm, looking sorrowfully before her.
"My beloved Princess does not hear me speak in
this way for the first time," continued the Lord High
Steward. " I have often felt anxious about the dangers
which a high-flown spirit and active fancy prepare for
you, the cradle gift of an envious fairy, who has made
your Highness too brilliant and attractive. It is owing
to these brilliant gifts that you have not the same aris-
tocratic nature as your illustrious brother, the Heredit-
ary Prince. There is too lively a desire in you to make
yourself appreciated, and to influence others. One
• Translation -opyr gh "H.
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can leave your brother with full confidence to his
own good nature. Every attempt to persuade the soul
of the much-tormented child has come to naught. But
you, that delicate artistic work of nature which now
gazes at me with those open eyes, I have endeavored
constantly to guard from an over-refined coquetry
of sentiment. I am now the severe admonisher to high
duties, because I anticipate the dangers which this love
of conquest in your soul will bring upon j'ourself and
others."
"I hear a severe reproof in loving words," replied
the Princess, with composure. " I should marr}' again
in order to become distinguished."
"My dear Highness, I wish that 3'ou may obtain
this great aim as the wife of a husband who is not un-
worthy of your devotion. Only in this way can a
princess expect true happiness. Even this happiness
cannot be gained without self-denial, I know it ; it is
difficult to every one to control themselves. To those
who are born in the purple this virtue is ten times
more difficult than to others. Forgive me," he con-
tinued, "I have become talkative, as often happens to
us old people at Court."
"You have not said too much, my friend, nor too
little," said the Princess, much moved. "I have al-
ways cherished the hope to live on quietly for myself,
surrounded by men who would teach me the highest
things that it is possible for a woman to acquire. On
this path also I find tender duties, noble bonds which
unite me with the best, and such a life also would not
be unworthy of a princess ; more than one have, in
former times, chosen this lot, and posterity respects
them."
"Your Highness does not mean Queen Christina
of Sweden," replied the High Steward. "But to
others also this lot has seldom been a blessing. Your
Highness must remember that when a princess sur-
rounds herself with wise men, she means alwaj'S one
man who is to her the wisest."
The Princess was silent, and looked down.
"We have now long discussed the possible po-
sition of a princess, " began the old gentleman ; "let us
now consider the fate of the men who would be
united by tender bonds to the life of an illustrious lady.
Granted that she should succeed in finding a friend,
who, without unseemly pretensions, would attach
himself with self-denial and real devotion to the ac-
tive and varied life of a princess. He must sacrifice
much and forego much; the right of the husband
is that the wife should devote herself to him, but
in this case a man must fetter the powers,—nay, even
the passions of his nature,—for a woman who would
not belong to him, whom he could only cautiously
approach at certain hours as a friend unto friend ; who
would consider him at first, to a certain extent, as a
valuable possession and a beautiful ornament, but
finall}', under the best circumstances, as a useful bit of
furniture. The greatest sufferer in such a position
would be the artist or scholar. I have always felt
compassion for the walking dictionaries of a prin-
cely household. Even men of great talent then re-
semble the philosophers of ancient Rome, who, with
the long beard and the mantle of their schools, pass
through the streets in the train of some distinguished
lady."
The Princess rose, and turned away.
" Better, undoubtedly, is the situation of the man,"
concluded the High Steward, "whose personality
allows him to guide, by silent work, the life-current
of his high-born friend. Yet even he must not only
himself lose much of what is most delightful in life,
but, even with the purest intentions, he will not always
be able to give pleasure to his princess. He who
would be more than a faithful servant diminishes the
security of his princely mistress. Should such chival-
rous devotion be offered, a noble woman should hesi-
tate to accept it, but to endeavor to attract it does
not become a princess."
Tears rushed to the eyes of the Princess, and she
turned quickly to the old man.
"I know such a life," she exclaimed; "one that
has been passed in unceasing self-denial—a blessing
to three ladies of our famil)^ O my father, I know
well what you have been to us ; have patience with
your poor ward. I struggle against your words ; it is
a hard task for me to listen to you, and yet I know
that you are the only secure support that I have ever
had in this life. Your admonitions alone have pre-
served me from destruction."
Again she seized his hand, and her head sank on
his shoulder.
"I loved your grandmother," replied the old man,
with trembling voice; "it was at a time when such
things were lightly thought of. It was a pure con-
nection ; I lived for her; I made daily self-sacrifice
for her. She was unhappy, for she was the wife of
another, and her holiest duties were made difficult to
her by my life. I guarded 5'our mother like an anxious
servant, but I could not prevent her from being un-
happy and d}'ing with the feeling of her misery. And
now 1 hold the third generation to mj' heart, and be-
fore I am called away I would like to impress my life
and the sufferings of your mother as a lesson on you.
I have never been so anxious about you as I am now.
If my dear child has ever felt the heart of a fatherly
friend in my words, she should not lightly esteem my
counsel now, whatever brilliant dreams it may dispel."
"I will think of your words," exclaimed the Prin-
cess. "I will endeavor to resign my wishes; but,
father, my kind father, it will be very hard for me.
"
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The old gentleman collected himself, and inter-
rupted her.
•' It is enough," he said, with the composure that
befitted his office; "your Highness has shown me
great consideration to-day. There are others who also
desire their share of your Highness's favor."
There was a knock at the door. The waiting-
woman entered.
•'The servant announces that Lady Gotlinde and
the gentlemen are waiting in the tea room."
"I have still some business with his Excellency,"
answered the Princess, gently. " I must beg Gotlinde
to take my place in entertaining our guest."
Evening had descended upon the castle-tower, the
bats flew from their hiding-places in the vacant room;
they whirled about in circles, astonished that they had
awoke in an empty habitation. The owls flew into
the crevices of the tower, and searched with their
round eyes after the old arm-chairs, on which they
had formerly waited for the stupid mice ; and the
death-watch, which the scholar had carried down from
the lonely room, gnawed and ticked on the staircase
and in the rooms of the castle among living men. The
rain beat against the walls, and the stormy wind
howled round the tower. The wife of the scholar was
driving through the night, flying like a hunted hare
;
but he was pacing up and down his room, dreamily
forming from the discovered leaves the whole lost
manuscript. And again he wondered within himself
that it looked quite different from what he had im-
agined it for 5'ears.
The wind also howled about the princely castle at
the capital, and large drops of rain beat against the
window; there, also, the powers of nature raged and
demanded entrance into the firm fortress of man. The
darkness of the night seemed to pervade the halls and
the decorated rooms like gloomy smoke ; only the
lamps in the pleasure-grounds threw their pale light
through the window, and made the desolate look of
the room still more dreary. The melancholy tones of
the castle clock sounded through the house, announc-
ing that the first hour of the new day was come. Then
again silence, desolate silence, everywhere ; only a pale
glimmer from the distance on the covers of the chande-
liers and the golden ornaments of the walls. Some-
times there was a crackling in the parquet of the floor,
and a draught of wind blew through an open pane
upon the curtains, which hung black round the window
like funeral drapery. Here and there fell a scanty ray
of light on the wall, where hung the portraits of the
ancestors of 'the princely house in the dress of their
time. Many generations had dwelt in these rooms
;
stately men and beautiful women had danced here.
Wine had been poured out in golden goblets ; gracious
words, festive speeches, and the soft murmur of love,
had been heard here ; the splendor of every former
age had been outdone by the richer adornment of later
ones. Now everything had vanished and withered
;
the darkness of night and of death hung over the bright
colors. All those who had once moved about and
rejoiced in the brilliant throng, had passed away into
the depths. Nothing now remained of these hours
but a dreary void and dismal stillness, and one single
figure which glided about on the smooth floor, noiseless
like a ghost. It was the lord of this castle. His head
bent forward as in a dream, he passed along b}' the
pictures of his ancestors.
"The timid doe has escaped," he whispered ; "the
panther made too short a spring : in rage and shame
he now creeps back to his den. The powerful beast
could not conceal his claws. Thfe chase is over ; it is
time to set at rest the beatings of this breast. It was
only a woman—a small, unknown human life. But
the jade Fancy had bound my senses to her body
;
to her alone belonged whatever remained in me of
warmth and devotion to human kind."
He stopped before a picture, on which fell the
gloomy light of an e.xpiring lamp.
"You, my steel-clad ancestor, know what the feel-
ing is of him who flies from home and court, and has
to give up to his enemy what is dear to him. When
you fled from the castle of your fathers, a homeless
fugitive, pursued by a pack of foreign mercenaries,
there was misery in your heart, and you cast back a
wild curse behind you. Still poorer does your de-
scendant feel, who now glides fleeting through the in-
heritance that you have left him. To you remained
hope in your hard heart; but I to-day have lost all
that is worth the effort of life. She has escaped my
guards. Where to ? To her father's house on the
rock ! Cursed be the hour when I, deceived by her
words, sent the boy among those mountains."
He dragged himself onward.
"The third station on the road to the end," he
meditated, "is idle and empty play, and puerile tricks.
So said the learned pedant. It coincides ; I am trans-
formed into a childish caricature of my nature. Mis-
erable was the texture of the net which I drew around
her; a firm will could have broken it in a moment. He
was right; the game was childish: by a stroke of a
quill I wished to hold him fast, and, before the art of
the Magisterhad accomplished its purpose, I disturbed
the success of the scheme by the trembling haste of my
passion. When the news comes to him that his wife
has fled, he also will pack up his books, and mock me
at a safe distance. Bad player, who approached the
gaming-table with a good method, to put piece after
piece on the green cloth, and who in his madness flung
down his purse and lost all in one throw. Curses
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upon him and me ! He must not escape from me ;
he must not see her. Yet, what use is there in keeping
him, unless I encase his hmbs in iron, or conceal his
body below, where we shall all be concealed when
others obtain the power of doing what they will with
us ? You lie, Professor, when you compare me to
your old Emperors. I am alarmed at the thought of
things which they did laughing, and my brain refuses
to think of what was once commanded by a short
gesture of the hand. A ball and dice for two," he
continued ; "that is a merry game, invented by men of
my sort; as it turns up, one falls and the other escapes.
We will throw the dice. Professor, to see which of
us shall do his opponent the last service ; and I will
greet you, dreamer, if I am the fortunate one that
is carried to rest. Does thy wit, philosopher, extend
far enough to see thy fate, as happened to that old
astrologer, of whom thy Tiberius inquired about his
own future ? Let us try how wise you are."
He again stood still, and looked restlessh' on the
dark pictures.
"You shake your heads, you silent figures; many
of you have done injury to others; but you are
all honorably interred, with mourning marshals and
funeral horses. Songs have been sung in your honor,
and learned men have framed Latin elegies, and sighed
that the golden shower has ceased that fell upon them
from your hands. There stands one of you," he ex-
claimed, gazing with fixed eyes on a corner; "there
hovers the spirit of woe, the dark shadow that passes
through this house when misfortune approaches it
—
guilt and atonement. It passes along bodiless to
frighten fools, an apparition of my diseased mind. I
see it raise its hand—it scares me. I am terrified at
the images of my own brain. Away ! " he called out,
aloud, "away ! I am the lord of this house."
He ran through the room and stumbled ; the black
shadow hastened behind him. The Sovereign fell
upon the floor. He cried aloud for help through the
desolate space. A valet hastened from the anteroom.
He found his master lying on the ground.
"I heard a shrill cry," said the Sovereign, raising
himself up; "who was it that screamed above my
head?"
The servant replied, trembling ;
"I know not who it was. I heard the cry, and
hastened hither."
"It was myself, I suppose," the master returned,
in a faltering tone; "my weakness overcame me."
In the early morning the Professor called to the
Castellan, and rushed up the staircase of the tower.
He went about the room, pushing boards and planks
in all directions ; he found many forgotten chests, but
not that which he sought. He made the Castellan
open each of the adjoining rooms ; went through gar-
rets and cellars; he examined the forester, who lived
in a house near by, but the latter could give him no
information. When the Scholar again entered his
room, he laid his head on his hands
;
prolonged dis-
appointment and the consciousness of his impotence
overmastered him. But he chid and restrained him-
self.
" I have lost too much of the cool circumspection
wliich Fritz said was the highest virtue of a collector.
I must accustom myself to the thought of self-resig-
nation, and calmly examine the hopes which still re-
main. I must not be ungrateful also for the little I
have gained."
He could not sit quietly by the discovered leaves,
but paced thoughtfully up and down. He heard voices
in the court-yard ; hasty running in the passages ; and
at last a lackey announced the arrival of the Sovereign,
and that he wished to see the Professor at breakfast.
The table was spread among blooming bushes on
the side of the tower that faced the rising sun. When
the Professor entered under the roof which protected
the place from rain and the rays of the sun, he found
there, besides the household and Marshal, the forest
officials and the Lord High Steward, who thought,
with more anxiety than the Professor, of the sudden
arrival of the Sovereign. The old lord approached
the Scholar, and spoke on indifferent subjects.
"How long do you think of remaining here?" he
asked, politely.
"I shall request permission to return to the city
in an hour ; I have accomplished what I had to do."
It was a long time before the princely part}' ap-
peared. When the Sovereign approached them, all
present were struck by his ill appearance : his move-
ments were hurried, his features disturbed, and his
looks passed unsteadily over the company. He turned
first to the forester, who was in attendance, and asked
him, harshly :
" How can you tolerate the disagreeable screaming
of the daws on the tower? It was your business to
remove them."
" Her Highness the Princess last summer requested
that the birds be left."
"The noise is insupportable to me," said the
Sovereign; "bring out the weapons, and prepare
yourself to shoot among them."
As the practice of shooting was one of the regular
country pleasures of the Court, and the Sovereign had,
even in the neighborhood of the castle, frequently
used his gun on birds of prey or other unusual objects,
the Court thought less seriously of this commission
than did the Scholar.
(7(7 be continued.)
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BOOK REVIEWS.
The Pericosmic Theory of Physical Existence and its Sequel
—Preliminary to Cosmology and Philosophy Proper. By
George Stearns. Published by the Author. Rockbottom, Mass.
Price, $2.00 postpaid.
Herein the author has grappled with the grand problems o£
physics with such success that as Bacon said of the fruit of his own
meditation, " he has judged it to be for the interest ot the present
and future generations that they should be made acquainted with
his thoughts."
The concepts and beliefs of the author relating to his topics
differ more or less from those now current among physicists, de-
spite his protest that his theory " is strictly scientific."
Thus he grounds the entire Cosmos in Force. It would seem .
to be ihe notion of the author that the Universe in its totality may
be imagined as an immense plum-pudding spinning about an axis,
the dough of which is " The Ether," which as he is fully persuaded
in his own mind is an atom—an indivisible unit of coiicentric
force, p. 23. In this all-including atom of ether are distributed
the material atoms which are also " infinitesimal globules of con-
centric force " p. 55. It is the belief of the author that the atomic
plums of material concentric force would be driven by the ethereil
concentric force to its centre, unless prevented by the revolution of
the pericosmic ether with "condign " velocity so as to generate an
equivalent " exceiitricforce,"
-p. 28.
From the best comprehension the reviewer his been able to
gain after much re-reading and study—although he cannot see that
the author is consistent with himself
—
concentric force is subject to
two " caisgoxies," static force 3xiA motoric force. "Static Force is
that which permits without motion ; as gravity, the cohesion of
atom.1, or that of which the atoms consist," p 39 "Motoric
Force is that which is inherent to its own vehicle," and the author
gives as examples, rotation of atoms, gravitation, ani planetary
motion, p. 39. The author speaks alsD of w/J/'/AV/i'/Tc-. "Mjtific
Force is nothing but the " -•'irtnat C3.use of motion, the embrace of
matt r by the ether."
So it would appear that this goodly frame is a composite of
drives, spins, and squeezes of force. Now drives, spins, and
squeezes are themselves forces, so that force by the pericosmic
theory is the summiim genus of the physical universe. As to what
force is, the author is explicit. It is "the perpetunl exertion of
creative power by the author of mundane existence," p. 263. " The
concept of force is that of a power produced by some agent and
sustained continuously by continuity of its inceptive agency,"
Preface, p. vii. " It, in all its guises, must be perpetually created."
" There is but one modality of causation relevant to corporeal sta-
bility or endurance and that is the incessxnt creation of force
* * * hence Theism, entailing by deduction all that is rationally
desirable," Preface, p. viii.
How admirable the office of a master mind ! Here by the sim-
ple recourse to " creative power" which every one fully compre-
hends, perplexity gives place to complete lucidity. But why should
our author himself infringe on his o%va method ? He will not as-
cribe the ' ' colligation " of the properties of matter to the ' ' imme-
diate agency of creative power ;" for, as he protests, " to do this
were to abandon science and don the sabred veil ot mystery," p. 35.
According to our author the all-including Ether is finite be-
cause " a concentric force must have a centre which is impossible
without a circumference," p. 22. It is "discoidal," p 60, though
"aboriginally spherical," p. 27; impenetrable, p. 21, yet " im-
p'eted with matter the atoms of which were widely dispersed,"
p. 60 ; which atoms move in the Ether, p 61, " displacing" it, p.
46, and "distinct" therefrom, p. 33. It is frictionless, p. 50, yet
its "vehicular motion" causes the atoms to move with it, p. 61.
It i.T "incompressible," p. 21, yet elastic, p. 32; " perfectly im-
pressible," p. 24, with its elasticity a function of its pressure, p.
24 ; perfectly solid (not rigid), p. 23, yet " collapses " behind mov-
ing bodies, p. 52. It must possess inertia for its rotation causes
its "aboriginal " spherical shape to bulge out into its " discoidal "
form, p. 60, and yet as we remember it is nothing but " concentric
force."
Corresponding to the properties of the Ether the material
atoms therein as well as the statics and dynamics of both are sup-
posed with corresponding licenses. With such constituents has
been erected "Tlie Pericosmic Theory." in which " the Ether and
Matter are to each other as the two pillars ot an arch whose key-
stone is the shoulder of Atlas," p. 58.
We are free to say that we hive not read this book of over
three hundred pages through. Why should we ? Ex pede Hcrcii-
lem. If a book assuming to discourse on American affairs should
be handed us, the first pages of which manifested that its author
supposed Americans to be negroes subsisting by buffalo hunting
and governed by counts of counties : that its capital, Washington,
was just across the line from British Columbia ; that cotton was
sheared off from the bark of the forest trees, and petroleum made
from corn, we -should be able to say with approximate truth that
the book would prove contemptible.
Besides, by the systematic use of strange polysyllables in place
of apt, familiar, and brief terms clamoring to be used, and the un-
necessary use of a multitude of obsolete words of which 'to inchoate,'
'centrifugation,' ' coetaneous,' and ' indagation ' are samples, the
author makes a style ot text that with his inadvertencies and con-
fusions is more difficult to construe than a foreign tongue.
In fine, the serious notice of such books as this is a lapse
from that becoming dignity that genuine science and philosophy
should maintain save for the purpose of giving point to a lesson
that these owe to themselves, to the unwary, and especially to
the ignorant, conceited pretenders that perennially sprout in spite
of the industry of the fool-killer. That these latter are not only
not malicious but willing to devote their good money to disseminate
their rubbish is insufficient excuse. The practical mischief effected
by them in their uninstructed but officious devotion is much the
same as though malice prompted. Self-dubbed as science or phil-
osophy, their productions are most apt to engage the attention of
those who are incompetent to discern their demerit, especially
that pestilent class, ambitious to be singular and officious to de-
fend, any paradox they may have patronized with their last gust of
crudity. Real science and philosophy is thus defamed and balked
of its proper due far more than by its open enemies.
It is interesting to contemplate the ecstacy ot conceit that
must possess these scientific and philosophic dilettanti. Mirk the
lofty contempt they must feel for the incompetence and inadvert-
ence of the great army of plodding savants. They must regard
them as so incapable and dull that in spite of exhaustive study of
the works of the foremost men of all the world, and in spite of
lifelong application after special preparation to their various spe-
cialties, they never once can think of the solutions of the difficulties
they meet, until some stroller happens their way and by the magic
of his superior mentality, unhelped by preparation or discipline,
" heaves off " the open sesame.
Why should genuine science and philosophy "dissemble its
love " for such virtual impostors ? Why should not a spade be
called a spade ? Why should not those who comprehend the real
situation, tell the superficial quacks to go and inform themselves
concerning the topics of their discourse and they will see the depth
of their ignorance and conceit ? What has science to do with an
Ether that is both impenetrable and penetrable, frictionless and
friction exercising, incompressible and elastic, solid and collapsing,
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an averaue. Ton lines will accommodate abound
words. Mdress with copy of Adv. and check, or
Bend SO cents for Book ot 256 pages. .,,„„_
GJEO. P. ROWELL & CO.. 10 SPRUCE ST., NEW YOBK.
We have just issued a new edition of OM
Book called '' Newspaper ArtvertlslnR." It has 25«
Danes, and among its conteuts may be named tlie
lollowlDg Lists and C.italoKUea ot Newspapers:—
DAILr NEWSPAPERS IN NEW YORK CITY,
Tfflth their Advertising Rates.
DAILY NEWSPAPERS IM CITIES HAVING more
than 150.000 population, omittlnn all hut the best.DAILYNEWSPAPERSINCITIESHAVINGmor.
than 20,0(XI population, omitting all but the best.
A SMALL LIST OF NEWSPAPERS IN wh ch to
advertise every section of the country: being 11
choice selection made up with great care, guided
''?)J5S¥e^"p^ER in a STATE. The beBt on.
fnr nn'ndvertiGier to Use if he will use but one.
BARQAINS in ADVERTISING IN DAILY New,-
capers in many principal cities and towns, a List
which offers peculiar inducements to some adver-
"^LARGEST CIRCTILATIONS. A complete list of
bU American papers Issuing regularly more tli«n
^^^E^bI'It LISTop local NEWSPAPERS. OOf
erlng every town ot over --.==^-^
B,000 population and every
Import.nntcounty seat.
SELECT LIST OFLOCAL
NEWSPAPERS, In which ,
advertisements are Insert -1
ed at halt price. ,„„„ I
6.472 VILLAGE NEWS-"
PAPrRf^, in whicb adver
tisement 3 are Inserted toi
$42.15 a line and appear In
the whole lot—one halt ot
BlltheAmerlcan Weeklies .- ,
_„„__








CHAMPIONSHIP OF THE WORLD,
At TORONTO, in open contest, August 13, 1888.
151 WORDS PER MINUTE.
WITHOUT AN ERROR.
The above is an authentic record made by Mr.
Frank E. McGurrin, at Detroit, on January 21, 1889,
on a memorized senience, Ihnslieating alt previous
records of correct work by thirty words per minute,
and placing the " Remington " still further beyond
reach ot competition. ...
Photographic copies of certified work furnished
on application.
WYCROFF, SEAMANS, & BENEDICT,
196 La Salle St., CHICAGO.
Henry J. Ennis,
Attorney and ConnseUor in Patent Cases.
Rejected and Complicated Cases a Specialty.
Office: Lenox Building,
WASHINGTON. D. C.
(Opposite the U. S. Patent Office.) P. O. BoJ
142. Patent Business Exclusively.
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) / PKOFIT TO BOOK AGENTS '.
/q Uuttitauc. CHARLES H. KLRR S CO.. CHICAGO
THE TEACHER'S OUTLOOK.
Published by The Teacher's Publishing Com-
pany, Des Moines, Iowa. A monthly magazine de-
voted to the interests ot teachers and advanced
pupils and intended to supplement the good work
done by other school journalsrather than to occupy
the same field. Instead of filling its columns with
school methods, school aids, and the details ot
school work, it will aim to interest the teachers in
matters outside ot the atmosphere ot the school
room, and its columns will furnish an Outlook
upon affairs of lite, facts in science and nature
which illustrate and test the theories ot the schools.
In this work it will hope to furnish the teacher with
a natural source of inspiration and mental energy,
quicken thought and make the school room a place
joyous with buoyant spirits that offer a responsive
greeting to the inquiring minds of youth, rather
than heavy with that gloom and dullness which
often surrounds the daily toil.
A leading feature of the magazine will be a
monthly review of current events, civil and indus-
trial problems, scientific inventions, discoveries,
^
Another feature will be a very complete Review
of current Literature, especially of all books and
magazines coming within the sphere of its labor.
We have entered into arrangements with all tue
leading publishers to keep us informed of all their
new and prospective publications, and the Reviews
will be made by competent critics.
Still another feature, and a very important oiie
as giving a practical value to the Outlook offered,
will be the formation of a circle of writers out of
its subscribers, from which it hopes to draw its
corps of contributors. This plan is original as ap-
plied to a magazine, and is based on the idea of
co-operation, or mutual helpfulness. If met with
that appreciation necessary to its full execution it
will be the means of introducing many new writers
to the public, and of aiding many who now lack
the trainirxg in the expression of thought necessary
the field ot literature into which their tastes wouia
lead them. St. 50 per year. Single copies 15 cts.
Good pay t . agents. "^
